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A R EVIEW OF C OMPUTATIONAL I NTELLIGENCE
A LGORITHMS IN I NSURANCE A PPLICATIONS
S. Salcedo-Sanz∗, L. Cuadra†, A. Portilla-Figueras‡,
S. Jiménez-Fernández§ and E. Alexandre¶
Department of Signal Theory and Communications
Universidad de Alcalá, Madrid, Spain.

Abstract
Insurance sector, one of the cornerstones the financial system is based on, is currently facing major changes because of the urgent necessity of being adapted to the
new context of global economic crisis. Within this frame, the financial system of any
modern country needs to develop novel procedures aiming to make it more competitive
and efficient, along with the compliance with commitment agreed with the policyholders. Part of this important responsibility relies on the inclusion of more effective and
accurate computing techniques able to provide better solutions for crucial problems
in different key components of the system, including, of course, the insurance sector.
In this respect, this chapter presents a review of those Soft-Computing applied in the
field of insurance companies and related problems, which have been very active and
successful over the past 10 years. The aims of this chapter are thus: 1) to illustrate
in a comprehensive way those features of Soft-Computing algorithms that make them
suitable to tackle insurance problems; 2) to provide a good and up-dated review of
their main applications in insurance-related problems; and 3) to show to what extent
Soft-Computing algorithms work accurately in a real application. Just in this regard,
this chapter ends up with details about the application of several of these techniques
in predicting vehicle accidents using drivers and vehicles’ data, which is useful for
vehicle insurance companies.
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applications.
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1. Introduction
The insurance sector plays a growing and crucial role among the different components of the
financial system in modern economies. The insurance industry is fundamental for modern
countries, both from the economic and social points of view. Because of this key role in
the financial system of countries, it has long been recognized that there is a need for some
form of prudential supervision of insurance entities, to attempt to minimize failure risk. In
recent years, Solvency I and II projects have led the reform of the existing solvency rules
in European Union. The main concern of the regulatory authority, through Solvency II, is
the protection of the insured person, in the sense that the insurance company have to be
able to guarantee the payment of financial obligations that have contracted with the insured
person. That is, it is required for insurance companies to maintain an adequate economic
level: additionally to the “technical” capital reserves, it is compulsory to keep the so-called
Solvency Capital Requirements (SCR). The objective is thus to ensure the stability of the
company against adverse situations, as currently is occurring. Regarding this, Solvency
II suggests that part of the Solvency Capital Requirements, which have to be secured, is
related to the non-zero possibility of having underestimated the risks assumed with a novel
client. Soft-Computing (SC) or Computational Intelligence (CI) methods, as will be shown
throughout this Chapter, can play a key role in assisting a company in accurately predicting
such a risk.
However, despite their importance, the insurance sector has received less attention from
researches that that given to the banking sector. In fact, as a consequence of its business peculiarities, it is not possible to translate the conclusions from banking sector analysis to the
insurance one, and therefore a specific analysis is needed. Consequently, the development
of novel methods and algorithms to tackle insurance problems is a key point, and opens
interesting new lines of research all around the world.
Many important problems in the insurance and reinsurance industry are related with
the processing of a huge amount of uncertain, imprecise and incomplete information. The
insurance companies face classical problems such as the calculation of fair premiums and
reserves, estimating the risks assumed with a novel client, prediction of future uncertain
events (car accidents, dates of death, insolvencies, catastrophes, etc.), design of optimal
strategies, application of different risk measures, etc. And all of these problems have in
common the big difficulty of forecasting the future from present and past information about
the characteristics of the insured risks. The classical methodologies for studying these
problems are based on well known statistical techniques. These methodologies, however,
cannot be applied to many modern problems in insurance, because of their aforementioned
properties of involving huge, uncertain, imprecise and incomplete information. In these
cases, the application of Soft-Computing techniques has been massive in the last years.
Soft-Computing techniques refer to a set of modern computational methodologies, focused on the design of intelligent systems, which are able to process huge amount of uncertain, imprecise and incomplete data, and to find approximate solutions for problems that
otherwise would be intractable. Soft-Computing is a key part of Artificial Intelligence (AI),
and many of its methods also belong to the area of knowledge called “Natural Computing” (NC). The wider term Natural Computing refers to algorithms inspired by the way
Nature solves extremely complex problems. It draws inspiration from Evolution (leading to
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Evolutionary Computation), Physics (Simulated Annealing), social living being networks
(social insects, what leads to Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) Algorithm, and Swarm Intelligence), Neural Networks (human brain metaphor inspires Artificial Neural Networks),
Immune Systems (leading to Imnunocomputing), and so on. This classification is flexible in
the sense that some algorithms can belong simultaneously to different groups: for instance
a Genetic Algorithm (GA) is a population-based metaheuristic (like Ant Colony Optimization), and is also an evolutionary algorithm. Another example: A fuzzy neural network or
neuro-fuzzy system is a learning machine that finds the parameters of a fuzzy system (i.e.,
fuzzy sets, fuzzy rules) by exploiting approximation techniques from neural networks. It
thus belongs to the intersection between Neural Computation and Computation based on
Fuzzy concepts.
With this in mind, Figure 1 will assist us in showing the different fields of SC, and in
motivating the structure of this Chapter. The meaning of the acronyms in Figure 1 have
been listed in Table 1 for the sake of clarity, since they will be used throughout this Chapter.
As motivated before, we have represented basically five sets of Soft-Computing techniques,
some of them exhibiting non-null intersection. These sets are: Evolutionary Computation,
Neural Computation, Computation based on Fuzzy concepts, Physics-Inspired Computation, and Computation inspired by Social living-being with collective behavior. We have
adopted this classification for convenience and for illustrative purposes, although other authors could carried out others since, as mentioned, some algorithms may belong to different
soft-computing approaches.
Although not represented in Figure 1 for clarity, SC include hundred of algorithms and
numerical methods which together form the wide family of soft-computing approaches.
SC techniques have been successfully applied to a wide variety of problems in Science
and Engineering, including general finance applications [32] and problems in the insurance sector [78]. The applications of Soft-Computing techniques −see [4, 50, 87] for a
general overview− are huge, and cover a variety of different fields in Science and Technology, such as Electrical Engineering [14], Biometrics [62], Green and Renewable Energy Systems [34], Ecology [49], Biology [3], Bio-medical applications [28], Humanities
and Social Sciences [77], and, of course, Economy and Finance [8, 24, 32, 78]. In the
last few years, as will be shown in Section 7. in a more detailed way, the applications
of Soft-Computing in problems related to Insurance have been important, and currently,
the majority of economical institutions, from private banks and insurance companies to
government-depending analysis services, count with artificial intelligence departments that
make use of Soft-Computing techniques, as a base for the their predictions and analysis.
This is because Soft-Computing exhibits the capacity to tackle problems that, otherwise,
would be intractable. Currently, the guiding principle of SC is that, in general, better results
can be achieved through the use of methodologies of SC in combination, rather than in a
standalone mode. That is, many complex problems are successfully tackled by hybridizing
several SC strategies.
With all the aforementioned ideas in mind, and making use of Figure 1 as a guide, the
structure of the rest of the Chapter is as follows:
• Section 2. focuses on basic concept of FL computation that could be useful for
insurance-related problems
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Figure 1. Outline of the structure of Soft-Computing methods. We have represented basically five sets of Soft-Computing techniques (some of them exhibiting non-null intersection): Evolutionary Computation, Neural Computation, Computation based on Fuzzy
concepts, Physics-Inspired Computation, and Computation inspired by Social living-being
networks. The meaning of the acronyms have been listed in Table 1 for the sake of clarity.
See the main text for further details.

• Section 3. describes the main Neural Nomputation-based approaches
• Section 4. centers on the most common Evolutionary-based algorithms
• Section 5. focuses on the SA method, an instance of Physics-inspired algorithm that
has been used in insurance-related problems
• Section 6. describes some algorithms inspired by the collective behavior of social
insects and birds
• Section 7. reviews the most important applications of these techniques to insurance
problems, published during the last years in important international journals
• Section 8. centers on the application of some of the revised techniques to a real
problem in automobile insurance: the prediction of vehicles accidents on the basis of
drivers and cars’ data
• Finally, Section 9. completes this Chapter by giving some final concluding remarks.
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Table 1. List of acronyms used throughout this Chapter.
Acronyms
ASR
ACO
AI
CEP
CI
DA
DEA
EC
ELM
FEP
FNN
FSP
GA
GMDH
GO
GP
IFEP
KS
MLP
NC
NN
PSO
RS
SA
SC
SCR
SLFN
SVM
SVMC
SVMr

Meaning
Average Squared Residual
Ant Colony Optimization
Artificial Intelligence
Classical Evolutionary Programming algorithm
Computational Intelligence
Differential Evolution
Data Envelopment Analysis
Evolutionary Computation
Extreme Learning Machine
Fast Evolutionary Programming
Fuzzy Neural Network
Feature Selection Problem
Genetic Algorithm
Group Method of Data Handling algorithm
Gravity Optimization
Genetic Programming
Improved Fast Evolutionary Programming
Kolmogorov-Smirnov
Multi-Layer Perceptron
Natural Computing
Neural Network
Particle Swarm Optimization
Rough Set
Simulated Annealing
Soft-Computing
Solvency Capital Requirements
Single-hidden layer feed-forward network
Support Vector Machine
Support Vector Machine for classification
Support Vector Machine for regression

2. Fuzzy logic-based computation
Fuzzy logic-based computation, the first subset of Soft-Computing methods illustrated in
Figure 1, are inspired by the fact that humans exhibit the extraordinary capability to reason and make decisions in an environment of uncertainty, incomplete information, and
partiality of class membership. The main goal of Fuzzy Logic (FL) is the formalization/mechanization of this capability [115], as briefly shown in the next subsection.
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Fuzzy logic

The original concept of FL was first proposed by Zadeh [103], and is based on the concept
of “fuzzy set”, which plays a central role in fuzzy logic. Classical set theory has a crisp
concept of membership: an element either belongs to a set or it does not. However, fuzzy
set (FS) theory differs from the traditional one in the fact that partial membership is allowed
(that is, an element can belong to a set with a certain degree). This degree of membership
is commonly referred to as the membership value and is usually represented by using a
real value in [0,1], where 0 and 1 correspond to full non-membership and membership,
respectively. Usually, triangular or trapezoidal functions are used as membership functions
because of their simplicity, although, however, more smooth or complex shapes can be
used if necessary [115]. Based on these ideas, predicates in fuzzy logic can have partial
degrees of truth, in the same way as elements can have partial membership in fuzzy set
theory. The grade of truth of a predicate is represented using a real number in [0,1]. These
ideas will assist us in introducing two basic concepts in FL. These are the concepts of
“graduation” and “granulation” [111], which form the very core of FL, and are the mayor
distinguishing properties of fuzzy logic [115] when comparing to the classical one. In FL
everything is or is allowed to be graduated, that is, be a matter of degree or, equivalently,
fuzzy. Furthermore, in FL everything is or is allowed to be granulated: for example, the
concept “size” is granulated when its values are described as “small”, “medium” and “big”.
Thus, the principal contributions of fuzzy logic consist of the concept of a linguistic variable
(idea of using words instead of numbers) [104–106, 115], the machinery of fuzzy “if-then”
rules, and the capability to compute with information described in natural language. See
the illustrative review [115] for further details.
Fuzzy logic makes it possible to construct better models of reality [110–113, 115] in
human-centric science such as economics, medicine, psychology and linguistics [107–109].
In particular, FL-based computation plays a relevant role in insurance-related problems. We
will review this topic in detail in Section 7..
Another theory that also makes use of the fact that some objects described by the same
data or knowledge can be classified into different classes is the Rough Set (RS) theory.

2.2.

Rough set

Rough Set theory is an Artificial Intelligence (AI) tool which is considered as a highperformance classifier method. Unlike other AI methods, one of RS characteristics is its
explicative character, i.e. the obtained model is easily understandable and explained the
knowledge hidden in the dataset. Briefly, RS theory was firstly developed by Pawlak [68]
as a mathematical method to deal with the uncertainty or vagueness inherent in a decision
making process. But, unlike other methods that deal with uncertainty (such as statistical
probability or fuzzy set theory), RS theory deals with the uncertainty produced when some
objects described by the same data or knowledge (so, they are indiscernible) can be classified into different classes. This fact prevents their precise assignment to a set. Therefore, the
classes in which the objects are to be classified are imprecise, but they can be approximated
with precise sets [61, 64].
RS approach works by discovering dependencies between attributes in an information
table, and reducing the set of attributes by removing those that are not essential to charac-
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terize knowledge. A reduct is defined as the minimal subset of attributes which provides
the same quality of classification as the set of all attributes. A reduced information table
may provide decision rules of the form “if conditions then decisions”. These rules specify
what decisions (actions) should be undertaken when some conditions are satisfied, and can
be used to assign new objects to a decision class by matching the condition part of one of
the decision rule to the description of the object. RS is one of the most used approach in
classification problems arising in insurance applications. We will review this topic in detail
in Section 7..

3. Neural computation-based and related algorithms
Neural computation, the second subset illustrated in Figure 1, is inspired by the way human brain works. In this respect, an Artificial Neural Network (ANN) mimics human brain
in the sense that an ANN is a massively parallel and distributed information processing
system. As will be shown in detail in this Section 3., examples of neural computation approaches are the Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP), Support Vector Machine (SVM), Extreme
Learning Machine (ELM), and Group Method of Data Handling algorithm (GMDH). These
neuro-computing approaches have successfully been applied in modeling a large variety of
nonlinear problems.

3.1.

Multilayer perceptrons

A MLP is a massively parallel and distributed information processing system, successfully
applied in modeling a large amount of nonlinear problems [36], [6]. The MLP learns from
given sample examples, by constructing an input-output mapping to perform predictions of
future samples. MLPs are known to be universal approximators of a large class of functions,
with a high degree of accuracy. Single hidden layer perceptrons are the most widely used
model in forecasting problems [36], and its more common structure is given in Figure 2.
It consists of an input layer, a hidden layer and an output layer. The number of neurons
in the hidden layer is a parameter to optimize when using this type of neural networks. The
relationship between the output and the input signals of a given neuron is the following:
(
)
y=φ

n

∑ wi x j − θ

,

(1)

j=1

where y is the output signal, x j , for j = 1, 2, . . . , n are the input signals, w j is the weight associated with the j-th input and θ is a threshold. The transfer function φ is usually considered
as the logistic function:
1
.
(2)
1 + e−x
Usually, the well-known Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm is used to train the MLP
[35]. The Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm was designed to approach second-order training speed, without having to compute the Hessian matrix. This matrix is estimated using
the Jacobian matrix instead, which can be computed through a standard back-propagation
φ(x) =
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Figure 2. Simplified structure of a single hidden layer perceptron.

technique, much less complex than computing the Hessian matrix [35]. The LevenbergMarquardt algorithm works by using the following Newton-like update:
(
)−1 T
xk+1 = xk − JT J + µI
J e

(3)

where J is the Jacobian matrix, e is a vector of network errors and µ is a parameter which
controls the process: when µ = 0 we have the Newton’s method, when µ is large, it becomes
a gradient descent method with small step size.

3.2.

Extreme learning machines

The Extreme Learning Machine (ELM) is a novel and fast learning method recently proposed in [40]. Put it simple, an ELM is a generalized single-hidden layer feedforward
network (SLFN), its essence being that the hidden layer of the SLFN does not need to be
tuned. Compared to other traditional neurocomputing-based approaches such as neural networks and support vector machines, ELM can provide better generalization performance at
a much faster learning speed [40–44] . This is the reason why it has been applied to a large
number of classification and regression problems. Its beauty is its simplicity along with its
surprising results, comparable or even superior to that of other classification and regression
techniques such as multi-layer perceptrons or support vector machines, but with the added
bonus of learning at much faster speed.
The ELM algorithm can be described as follows: given a training set ℵ = {(xi , ti |xi ∈
n
R , ti ∈ Rm , i = 1, · · · , N}, an activation function g(x) and and number of hidden nodes (Ñ),
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1. Randomly assign input weights wi and biases bi , i = 1, · · · , Ñ.
2. Calculate the hidden layer output matrix H, defined as


g(w1 · x1 + b1 ) · · · g(wÑ · x1 + bÑ )


..
..
H=

.
...
.
g(w1 · xN + b1 ) · · · g(wÑ · xN + bÑ ) N×Ñ

(4)

3. Calculate the output weight vector β as
β = H† T,

(5)

where H† stands for the Moore-Penrose inverse of matrix H [40], and T is the training
output vector, T = [t1 , . . . , tN ]T .
Note that the number of hidden nodes (Ñ) is a free parameter of the ELM training, and
must be estimated for obtaining good results. The solution to this problem is usually to
evaluate a different number of values for Ñ.

3.3.

Support Vector Machines for regression problems

One of the most important statistical models for prediction are the Support Vector Regression algorithms (SVMr) [83]. The SVMrs are appealing algorithms for a large variety of
regression problems, since they do not only take into account the error approximation to the
data, but also the generalization of the model, i.e., their capability to improve the prediction
of the model when a new dataset is evaluated by it. Although there are several versions of
SVMr, in this case we are going to describe the classic model presented in [83].
The ε-SVMr method for regression consists of training a model of the form y(x) =
f (x)+b = wT ϕ(x)+b, given a set of training vectors C = {(xi , yi ), i = 1, . . . , l}, to minimize
a general risk function of the form
R[ f ] =

l
1
∥w∥2 +C ∑ L (yi , f (x))
2
i=1

(6)

where w controls the smoothness of the model, ϕ(x) is a function of projection of the input
space to the feature space, b is a parameter of bias, xi is a feature vector of the input space
with dimension N, yi is the output value to be estimated and L (yi , f (x)) is the loss function
selected. In this paper, we use the L1-SVMr (L1 support vector regression), characterized
by an ε-insensitive loss function [84]
L (yi , f (x)) = |yi − f (xi )|ε

(7)

In order to train this model, it is necessary to solve the following optimization problem
[84]:
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(
min

)
l
1
2
∗
∥w∥ +C ∑ (ξi + ξi )
2
i=1

(8)

subject to the restrictions:
yi − wT ϕ(xi ) − b ≤ ε + ξi ,
− yi + wT ϕ(xi ) + b ≤ ε + ξ∗i ,
ξi , ξ∗i ≥ 0,

i = 1, . . . , l
i = 1, . . . , l

i = 1, . . . , l

(9)
(10)
(11)

The dual form of this optimization problem is usually obtained through the minimization of the Lagterm function, constructed from the objective function and the problem constraints. In this case, the dual form of the optimization problem is the following:
(
1 l
max − ∑ (αi − α∗i )(α j − α∗j )K(xi , xj )−
2 i, j=1
)
l

l

i=1

i=1

−ε ∑ (αi + α∗i ) + ∑ yi (αi − α∗i )

(12)

subject to
l

∑ (αi − α∗i ) = 0

(13)

αi , α∗i ∈ [0,C]

(14)

i=1

In addition to these constraints, the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions must be fulfilled,
and also the bias variable, b, have to be obtained. We do not detail this process for simplicity, the interested reader can consult [84] for reference. In the dual formulation of the
problem the function K(xi , xj ) is the kernel matrix, which is formed by the evaluation of
a kernel function, equivalent to the dot product ⟨ϕ(xi ), ϕ(xj )⟩. An usual selection for this
kernel function is a Gaussian function, as follows:
K(xi , xj ) = exp(−γ · ∥xi − xj ∥2 ).

(15)

The final form of the function f (x) depends on the Lagterm multipliers αi , α∗i , as follows:
l

f (x) = ∑ (αi − α∗i )K(xi , x)

(16)

i=1

In this way it is possible to obtain a SVMr model by means of the training of a quadratic
problem for given hyper-parameters C, ε and γ. However, obtaining these parameters is not
a simple procedure, being necessary to implement search algorithms to obtain the optimal
ones or the estimation of them [65].
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Support Vector Machines for classification problems

The support vector machines for classification (SVMC) consists of, given a training set
C = (xi , yi , i = 1, . . . , l), where xi ∈ Rn are the input vectors and yi ∈ {−1, 1} is the label
associated to each input vector, obtaining a classification model by solving the following
optimization problem:
(
)
l
1
2
∥w∥ +C ∑ ξi
min
(17)
2
w,ξi
i=1
constrained to
yi (wT ϕ(xi ) + b) ≥ 1 − ξi

i = 1...l

(18)

where w is the generalization term which is inversely related to the margin of the model,
ξi is the slack variable for each input vector xi and C is a parameter which controls the
trade-off between an approximation to misclassification errors, given by the variables ξi
and the ability of generalization of the model when future input vectors are introduced to
the model. Note that the slack variables ξi are included in the model because we consider
non-separable classification problems.
In order to solve this optimization problem, the Wolfe-dual formulation is usually used,
obtaining a new representation which does not depend directly on the mapping function
ϕ(xi ), but on the dot product in a mapped space k(xi , xj ) = ϕ(xi )T ϕ(xj ), i.e., the kernel
function.
)
(
l
1 l l
(19)
min
∑ ∑ αi α j yi y j k(xi , xj ) − ∑ αi
αi
2 i=1
i=1
j=1
subject to
l

∑ α jy j = 0

(20)

j=1

0 ≤ αi ≤ C

i = 1...l

(21)

In this optimization problem the solution is given by the Lagrange multipliers αi , and
must fulfil the necessary and sufficient Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions to be optimal. In
this case we only show the most important KKT conditions for our study:
ξi (C − αi ) = 0 i = 1, . . . , l,
αi (yi (wT ϕ(xi ) + b) − 1 + ξi ) = 0

i = 1, . . . , l.

(22)
(23)

Regarding to the kernel function, we focus our study on the most classical function used
in the literature [75], the Gaussian kernel function. We only consider the case in which one
parameter (γ) controls the width of the gaussian function in any direction.
k(xi , xj ) = e−γ·∥xi −xj ∥

2

(24)
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Taking into account the optimal solution of the dual optimization problem and the kernel
function selected, the final classification model is given by the following expression:
L

f (x) = wT ϕ(xi ) + b = ∑ αi yi k(xi , x) + b.

(25)

i=1

3.5.

The Group Method of Data Handling algorithm

It is well known that the relationship between any sets of input-output variables can be approximated by Volterra functional series, the discrete analogue of which is the KolmogorovGabor polynomial [1]:
m

m

m

m

m

p = a0 + ∑ ai x j + ∑ ∑ ai j xi x j + ∑ ∑
i=1

i=1 j=1

m

∑ ai jk xi x j xk + . . .

(26)

i=1 j=1 k=1

where, x = (x1 , x2 , . . . , xm ) are the inputs and A = (a0 , a1 , a2 , . . . , am ) are the coefficients
(weights). The Kolmogorov-Gabor polynomial is a universal format for non-linear function
modeling as they can approximate any continuous function on a compact data set to an
arbitrary precision, in an Average Squared Residual sense (ASR), if there are enough terms
[30].
ASR =

1 N
∑ (yi − p(xi ))2
N i=1

(27)

where yi is the output of and p(x) is the Kolmogorov-Gabor polynomial.
The Kolmogorov-Gabor polynomial has an important drawback, because it is necessary to have a large numbers of samples in order to calculate all the coefficients ai [47].
In order to overcome this drawback, Ivakhnenko proposed a new algorithm which approximates the Kolmogorov-Gabor polynomial by using low order polynomials in an iterative
method very similar to the multi-layer perceptron neural network. This method does not
need so many samples and the time consuming is much lower. In fact, Ivakhnenko proved
that using second order polynomials, the complete Kolmogorov-Gabor Polynomial can be
reconstructed [47]. This is the key idea behind the GMDH neural network.
There are several GMDH types [1], in this article we work with the Multi-layer GMDH
algorithm [47]. This algorithm constructs hierarchical cascade of bivariate second order
polynomials in the nodes and variables in the leaves. The next steps explain how the multilayer GMDH algorithm works:
1. Obtain the data set of the problem D = (xi , yi )Ni=1 , xi = (xi1 , xi2 , . . . , xiK ), where N is
the number of samples and K the input dimension.
2. Split the data set in two subsets, one is used to calculate the polynomial coefficients
of the nodes. The second subset checks the goodness of every polynomial created
before.
3. Make all combination of variables in pairs (xi , x j ) in order to generate all the possible
bivariate polynomials L = K(K−1)
.
2
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4. Calculate the coefficients of every polynomial with an ordinary Least Square method.
5. Apply an external criteria to choose the best nodes of the current layer. This election
is based on new information (samples are not involved in the process of calculation of
coefficients) in order to avoid over fitting. There are several criteria, the most popular
in GMDH is called regularity criterion which consists of splitting the training set in
two subsets A and B, one is used to calculate the coefficients and the other to apply
the ASR by using the second order polynomial (27).
6. The outputs of the selected nodes are the inputs for the new layer.
This process is repeated until a stop criteria is achieved. The stop criteria is usually based
on the ASR: when the ASR does not decrease from one layer to the next the algorithm
is halted, because it means that the generated structure is complex enough to make good
estimations.
3.5.1. The least squares approach to obtain the polynomial coefficients in GMDH
In order to calculate the polynomial coefficients in the GMDH, we have N different equations
Aβ = Y
(28)
where β is the vector of unknown coefficients of the polynomial given by
[
]
β = β0 , β1 , β2 , β3 , β4 , β5

(29)

where A is the polynomial matrix given by

1 x11 x21
 ..
..
..
A = .
.
.

(30)

1 x1N

x2N

2
x11
..
.

2
x21
..
.


x11 x21
.. 
. 

2
x1N

2
x2N

x1N x2N

and Y is the vector of the output values given by
 
y1
 y2 
 
Y = . 
 .. 

(31)

yN
In order to solve this system of equations usually least squares technique is applied which
has the following expression:
β = (AT A)−1 AT Y

(32)

This equation determines the vector of coefficients which minimizes the mean square
error.
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4. Evolutionary computation-based algorithms
While Neural Computation is inspired by the human brain metaphor, the third subset of
Soft-Computing techniques illustrated in Figure 1, Evolutionary Computation is inspired
by the principles of Genetics and Natural Selection. The most representative strategy in this
subset is the concept of Genetic Algorithm (GA). It is an optimization and search technique
which exhibits useful properties for solving problems that, otherwise, would be intractable.
Among these advantages, it is worth mentioning that GAs deal with a large number of variables, provide a global solution for multi-local extrema problems, optimize functions with
continuous or discrete variables, optimize variables with extremely complex cost surfaces,
and do not require derivative information.
Although still not clear at this point, these benefits are due to the fact that GAs are
inspired by the way nature finds solutions to extremely complex problems such as the
survival-of-the-fittest individual in a changing ecosystem. Put it simple, a GA is based
on three key facts: a) Encoding the candidate solution; b) Generate an initial population of
candidate solutions, and c) Applying genetic mechanisms. In nature, the random creation
of novel genetic information may lead to the ability to survive. The better an individual is
suited to an environment, the higher its probability of survival. This is the so-called “survival of the fittest” and the longer the individual’s life is, the higher its chances of having
descendants. In this procreation process, the parent chromosomes are combined (“recombination”) to provide a novel chromosome. Sporadically, and because of unavoidable errors
in copying genetic information or external factors (for instance, radiation), mutations (random variations) occur. The consequence is the creation of a generation of living beings with
some novel characteristic which is slightly different from those of their progenitors. If the
new attribute makes the offspring better suited to the varying environment, the probabilities
of survival and of having descendants also increase. Part of the offspring could inherit the
modified genes and the corresponding external characteristic. In this way, the population of
individuals evolves and for a number of generations the described process results in the creation of individuals better adapted to the environment and in the extinction of those worst
suited.
Evolutionary algorithms (EAs) [27, 29, 33], are robust problem’s solving techniques
based on natural evolution processes. They are population-based techniques which codify
a set of possible solutions to the problem, and evolve it through the application of the so
called evolutionary operators [27, 33]. There are different types of EAs, depending on
the type of encoding (binary, integer, real, etc.), evolution mechanism (genetic algorithms,
differential evolution, evolutionary programming), or paradigm simulated in the algorithm
(particle swarm). Note that, with this approach, particle swarm optimization (PSO), belongs
to the intersection between Evolutionary- and Social Network-based methods.

4.1.

Genetic and evolutionary algorithms

Genetic algorithms (GAs) [27,33] are a class of robust problem-solving techniques, usually
applied to discrete optimization problems, based on a population of solutions (individuals), where each individual represents a specific solution to a the problem. Starting from
a random generated population, the population of individuals evolves through successive
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generations by means of the application of three genetic operators: selection, crossover and
mutation [27], which emulate the random changes occurring in nature. After a number of
generations, highly fit individuals will emerge corresponding to good solutions to the given
optimization problem. GAs are useful to perform search in huge search spaces, where other
methods (local or gradient searches, etc) do not provide good results. The pseudo-code of
a standard GA is the following:
Genetic Algorithm
Initialize GA population at random
while(max. number of generations not reached) do
evaluate( f (x));

selection
crossover
mutation
end while

4.1.1. Selection operator
The Selection operator is responsible for choosing which individuals will survive for the
next generation of the EA. Among the different types of selection procedures existing [27],
the roulette wheel is one of the most used. In roulette will selection the probability of an
individual to be selected for the next generation (P(i)) depends on its current fitness value:
P(i) =

fi
fT

(33)

where fi is the fitness value associated to individual i and fT is the total fitness of the popξ
ulation, which is defined as fT = ∑i=1 fi . Thus, it is probable that the fittest individuals
receive a larger number of samples in the next generation than individuals with less associated fitness values.
Alternative selection mechanisms are Tournament selection, considered nowadays as
the most effective crossover procedure. It consists of making direct comparisons (tournaments) between pairs of individuals, ranking them afterwards depending on the number of
winning tournaments. In this selection mechanism the survival probability depends on the
final position obtained in this ranking of the stronger (most winning) individuals. A specific implementation of the Tournament selection is outlined later in this Chapter, in the
description of the Evolutionary Programming algorithm.
4.1.2. Crossover operator
The crossover operator has been described as the key to the EA’s power [27], as it promotes structured yet randomized information exchange between individuals. However, if
the crossover operator is applied to every individual in the population, there will be a discontinuity from the previous to the present populations, as none of the individuals of the
population from the previous generation will be retained in the new one. In order to avoid
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this, a crossover probability Pc is defined. It has been suggested therefore that αx < 1, and
the range of values usually considered lies between Pc = 0.5 − 0.6 [33]. The pseudo-code
of the general Crossover operator in a genetic algorithm is as follows:
Pseudo-code of Crossover Operator.
Couple all individuals, at random.
for(each couple)
if(random_variable(0,1) ≤ Pc )
Perform_Crossover(xi , xj );
end(if)
end(for)
4.1.3. Mutation operator
After the crossover operation described above, every single individual in the population
may undergo a further random change with a very small probability Pm . This change may
consists of choosing two points in the string of numbers representing an individual and
swapping the values in them, or in changing several points in the individual, replacing the
current value by a different one.

4.2.

Differential evolution

The Differential Evolution algorithm [70, 86] is quite similar to a genetic algorithm [33],
whose main process has mutation, crossover and selection. The main difference between
differential evolution and a genetic algorithm is the mutation operator. In a genetic algorithm, mutation consists of small changes in genes of each individual, whereas in a differential evolution algorithm, mutation is carried out by the arithmetical combinations of
selected individuals. A differential evolution algorithm maintains a population of N possible solutions to the problem, xi , i ∈ {1, · · · , N}. The algorithm works as follows:
First, the population is initialized, generating a population of N random vectors xi . Each
individual xi produces a mutant individual:
xm
i = x p + F(xq − xr )

(34)

where p, q and r are randomly chosen integers, mutually different, and also different from
index i. Parameter F is a real factor kept constant during the entire optimization process,
usually taken from the interval (0, 2].
The mutated vector xm
i crosses with xi , generating an offspring individual ui . If this
individual is better than xi , ui substitutes it in the population, and it is discarded in other
case. Note that with this implementation of the differential evolution, all the individuals in
the next generation are as good or better than their counterparts in the current generation.
The algorithm is usually stopped when a maximum of generations is reached.

4.3.

Evolutionary programming algorithm

The Classical Evolutionary Programming algorithm (CEP) was first described in the work
by Bäck and Schwefel in [2], and analyzed later by Yao et al. in [94] and [92]. It is
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used to optimize a given function f (x) (the validation error in our case), i.e. obtaining xo
such that f (xo ) < f (x), with x ∈ [lim_in f , lim_sup] (note that in this case, the values of
[lim_in f , lim_sup] are set by the initial coarse grain). Then, the CEP algorithm performs as
follows:
1. Generate an initial population of µ individuals (solutions). Let t be a counter for the
number of generations, set it to t = 1. Each individual is taken as a pair of real-valued
vectors (xi , σi ), ∀i ∈ {1, · · · , µ}, where xi ’s are objective variables (C, ε and γ), and
σi ’s are standard deviations for Gaussian mutations.
2. Evaluate the fitness value for each individual (xi , σi ) (using the problem’s objective
function, the error obtained with the SVM using the parameters xi , in a validation
set).
3. Each parent (xi , σi ), {i = 1, · · · , µ} then creates a single offspring (x′i , σi′ ) as follows:
x′ i = xi + σi · N1 (0, 1)

(35)

σi′ = σi · exp(τ′ · N(0, 1) + τ · N(0, 1))

(36)

where N(0, 1) denotes a normally distributed one-dimensional random number with
mean zero and standard deviation one, and N(0, 1) and N1 (0, 1) are vectors containing
random numbers of mean zero and standard deviation one,√
generated anew √
for each
√ −1
′
value of i. The parameters τ and τ are commonly set to ( 2 n) and ( 2n)−1 ,
respectively [94], where n is the length of the individuals.
4. If xi ( j) > lim_sup then xi ( j) = lim_sup and if xi ( j) < lim_in f then xi ( j) = lim_in f .
5. Calculate the fitness values associated with each offspring (x′i ,σ ′ i ), ∀i ∈ {1, · · · , µ}.
6. Conduct pairwise comparison over the union of parents and offspring: for each individual, p opponents are chosen uniformly at random from all the parents and offspring. For each comparison, if the individual’s fitness is better than the opponent’s,
it receives a “win”.
7. Select the µ individuals out of the union of parents and offspring that have the most
“wins” to be parents of the next generation.
8. Stop if the halting criterion is satisfied, and if not, set t = t + 1 and go to Step 3.
A second version of the algorithm is the so called Fast Evolutionary Programming
(FEP). The FEP was described and compared with the CEP in [94]. The FEP is similar
to the CEP algorithm, but it performs a mutation following a Cauchy probability density
function, instead of a Gaussian based mutation. The one-dimensional Cauchy density function centered at the origin is defined by
ft (x) =

1 t
π t 2 + x2

(37)
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where t > 0 is a scale parameter. See [94] for further information about this topic. Using
this probability density function, we obtain the FEP algorithm by substituting step 3 of the
CEP, by the following equation:
x′ i = xi + σi · δ

(38)

where δ is a Cauchy random variable vector with the scale parameter set to t = 1.
Finally, in [94] the improved FEP (IFEP) is also proposed, where the best result obtained between the Gaussian mutation and the Cauchy mutation is selected to complete the
process.

5. Physics-inspired methods
Within the framework of complex problems in insurance companies, the Physics-inspired
algorithm more commonly use, hybridized with other SC ones, is the Simulated Annealing
(SA) algorithm.

5.1.

Simulated Annealing

Simulated Annealing is an optimization procedure that has been widely applied to solve
combinatorial optimization problems [51, 52, 93]. It is inspired by the physical process of
heating a substance and then cooling it slowly, until a strong crystalline structure is obtained. This process is simulated by lowering an initial temperature by slow stages until
the system reaches to an equilibrium point, and no more changes occur. Each stage of the
process consists of changing the configuration several times, until a thermal equilibrium is
reached, and then a new stage starts, with a lower temperature. In this process, each configuration of the system stands for a given solution to the optimization problem. Thus, the
final solution of the problem is the configuration obtained in the last stage. In the standard
SA, the changes in the configuration are performed in the following way: A new configuration is built by a random displacement of the current one. If the new configuration is better,
then it replaces the current one, and if not, it may replace the current one probabilistically.
This probability of replacement is high in the first stages of the algorithm, and decreases
in every stage. Just like in evolutionary-based algorithms, the solution found by SA can be
considered a “good enough” solution, but it is not guaranteed to be the best.
Also similarly to evolutionary algorithms, the most important parts in a SA algorithm
are: the objective function to be minimized during the process, the chosen representation
for solutions and the mutation or configuration change operator.
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SA algorithm:
k = 0;
T = T0 ;
Obtain an initial solution at random, X;
evaluate(X, f (X));
repeat
for j = 0 to ξ
Xmut = mutate(X);
evaluate(Xmut , f (Xmut ));
−α
if(( f (Xmut ) < f (X)) OR (random(0, 1) < e( T ) )) then
X = Xmut ;
endif
endfor
T = fT (T0 , k);
k = k + 1;
until(T < Tmin );
In this SA pseudo-code k counts the number of iterations performed; T keeps the current
temperature; T0 is the initial temperature; Tmin is the minimum temperature to be reached;
X stands for the current configuration and Xmut for the new configuration after the mutation
operator is applied; f represents the cost function considered; ξ is the number of changes
performed for a given temperature T ; fT is the freezer function; and α is a constant. Parameter α and the initial temperature T0 are chosen to have an initial acceptance probability
about 0.8, a value usually used. The freezer function is defined as
fT =

T0
.
1+k

(39)

The minimum temperature Tmin is calculated on the basis of the desired number of
iterations (numIt) as:
Tmin = fT (T0 , numIt).

(40)

6. Computation inspired by the collective behavior of social living beings
Ant colony optimization (ACO) and Particle swarm optimization (PSO) are two of the most
important SC algoritms more commonly used in insurance. Both are population-based
metaheuristics that can be used to find approximate solutions to complex optimization problems in many other fields. In ACO [25], a set of software agents called artificial ants search
for good solutions to a given optimization problem. To apply ACO, the optimization problem is transformed into the problem of finding the best path on a weighted graph. The
artificial ants (or simply, ants) incrementally build solutions by moving on the graph. The
process of solution construction is stochastic, and is biased by a pheromone model, that is,
a set of parameters associated with graph components (either nodes or edges) whose values
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are modified at runtime by the ants. Since Particle swarm optimization (PSO) has been used
in some insurance problems, we summarize it in the following sub-section.

6.1.

Particle swarm optimization algorithm

Particle swarm optimization (PSO) is a population-based stochastic optimization technique
developed by Eberhart and Kennedy [26], inspired by social behavior of bird flocking and
fish schooling. A PSO system is initialized with a population of random solutions, and
searches for the optimal one by updating the population over several generations. PSO
has no evolution operators, such as crossover and mutation as genetic algorithms do, but
potential solutions instead, called particles, which fly through the problem search space to
look for promising regions according to its own experiences and experiences of the whole
group. Thus, social information is shared, and also individuals profit from the discoveries
and previous experiences of other particles in the search. The PSO is considered a global
search algorithm.
Mathematically, given a swarm of N particles, each particle i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , N} is associated with a position vector xi = (x1i , x2i , · · · , xKi ), with K the number of parameters to be
optimized in the problem (note that in this case K = 3, and x1i = Ci –parameter C of the
i-th particle–, x2i = εi –parameter ε of the i-th particle– and finally x3i = γi –parameter γ of
the i-th particle–). Let pi be the best previous position that particle i has ever found, i.e.
pi = (pi1 , pi2 , · · · , piK ), and g be the group’s best position ever found by the algorithm, i.e
g = (g1 , g2 , · · · , gK ). At each iteration step k + 1, the position vector of the ith particle is
updated by adding an increment vector ∆xi (k + 1), called velocity vi (k + 1), as follows:
vid (k + 1) = vid (k) + c1 r1 (pid − xdi (k)) + c2 r2 (gd − xdi (k)),
vid (k + 1) =

vid (k + 1) ·Vdmax
, i f |vid (k + 1)| > vmax
d ,
|vid (k + 1)|

xdi (k + 1) = xdi (k) + vid (k + 1),

(41)

(42)
(43)

where c1 and c2 are two positive constants, r1 and r2 are two random parameters which are
found uniformly within the interval [0, 1], and vmax
is a parameter that limits the velocity
d
of the particle in the dth coordinate direction. This iterative process will continue until
a stop criterion is satisfied, and this forms the basic iterative process of a standard PSO
algorithm [26].
Once we have in mind the essential aspects of the main algorithms, we can now focus
on their potential applications in the field of insurance. This is just the goal of Section 7..

7. Review: Computational intelligence algorithms in insurance
problems
The use of Soft-Computing techniques has been a trending topic in insurance applications
since the last decade of the last century. Many different techniques have been applied to a
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huge number of specific problems, and the interest in these approaches has been growing
with time, being today the most important family of algorithms in solving insurance-related
problems. A first review of computational intelligence techniques in insurance-related problems was carried out in [78], where the different evaluated techniques were structured by
their possible application in several major problems arising in the insurance sector. That
paper covers quite well the techniques and problems until year 2001. However, since then,
there is not a review of the main and novel problems and algorithms developed in this field.
There is however a good review of neural networks, genetic algorithms and fuzzy logic
techniques in [79]. This section aims to carry out a comprehensive review of techniques
and their application to insurance problems, following the same structure that was proposed
in [78], i.e., structured on the basis of the different problems arising in the insurance sector.

7.1.

Claim fraud detection

Claim fraud detection is an important research area in which Soft-Computing techniques
have been successfully applied.
In [19] it was reported on a SC-based fraud detection system for managed healthcare.
The essence of the system was that it detected “anomalous” behavior by comparing an individual medical provider to a peer group. The method involved three steps: identify the
proper peer population, identify behavior patterns, and analyze behavior pattern properties.
The peer population was assumed to be as a three-dimensional space: organization type,
geographic region, and organization size. The behavior patterns were developed using the
experience of a fraud-detection department, an unsupervised NN that learnt the relationships inherent in the claim data, and a supervised approach that produce a fuzzy model
from a knowledge of the decision variables. The behavior pattern properties were analyzed
using the statistical measures mean, variance, standard deviation, mean absolute deviation,
Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test, skewness, and kurtosis [80].
Other approaches, such as, [85] and [67], have also used fuzzy concepts more recently.
In [85], a fuzzy expert system is proposed to evaluate potential fraud cases in insurances. A
fuzzy logic expert algorithm is used in [67] to identify claims that carry an element of fraud
from amongst all settled claims. Already in 2012, [81] focuses on a scoring model to detect
abuse billings patterns in health insurance claims is presented. The scoring is including in a
decision tree in order to obtain the corresponding final decision. This scoring improves the
performance of decision trees in detecting anomalous billing patterns in health insurance
claims.
In [5], the author used an evolutionary-fuzzy approach to investigate suspicious home
insurance claims. To that end, genetic programming was employed to evolve FL rules that
classified claims into “suspicious” and “non- suspicious” classes. It used clustering to develop membership functions and committee decisions to identify the best-evolved rules.
Regarding the former, the features of the claims were clustered into low, medium, and
high groups, and the minimum and maximum value in each cluster was used to define the
domains of the membership functions. The committee decisions were based on different
versions of the system that were run in parallel on the same data set and weighted for intelligibility, which was defined as inversely proportional to the number of rules, and accuracy.
It was reported that the results of his model when applied to actual data agreed with the
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results of previous analysis [80] .
Within the research brach of neuro-computing techniques, in [37], a multilayer perceptron was used to classify the practice profiles of a sample of medical general practitioners
into four different classes, ranging from having “normal” to having “abnormal” profiles.
Then, a Kohonen’s self organizing map was utilized to analyze the classification, and it was
found that it was more appropriate to use only two classes instead of four. In [12], a Kohonen self-organizing feature map (a kind of auto-organizing neural network) was applied
to uncover automobile bodily injury claims fraud in the insurance industry, including also
a neural network with back-propagation to validate the feature map approach. Bayesian
learning neural networks have been recently applied to the discovering of personal injury
protection (PIP) automobile insurance claim fraud [90]. The paper presents the neural network method and applies it to real data PIP claims from accidents that occurred in Massachusetts, USA, during 1993, and that were previously investigated for suspicion of fraud
by domain experts.
Most recently, evolutionary algorithms have been used aiming at predicting insurance
fraud. In [59], two different evolutionary techniques are applied to predict insurance fraud:
a genetic algorithm, and a particle swarm optimization algorithm. It has been found that
genetic algorithms and a particle swarm optimization algorithms reach better results than
those achieved by using a k-means algorithm.

7.2.

Bankruptcy and insolvency prediction

Another important area of research that is gaining popularity in the last few years (and especially during the current crisis) is the bankruptcy and insolvency predicition (and related
problems) in insurance companies, in which work has been massive. Most of them have
been use of combinations of neural-based and evolutionary-based computation methods.
First articles focused on the application of Soft-Computing techniques applied to predict bankruptcy within the insurance sector include, for instance, [66], [10], [46], [11], [55]
and [53]. In [66], a multi-layer perceptron designed by means of a GA was used to predict bankruptcy of insurance companies. Soon later, in [10], a three-layer perceptron with
a back-propagation algorithm was used to develop an early warning system (2 years prior
to insolvency) for US property-liability insurers. In [46], a neural network and a GA were
applied aiming at forecasting financial distress in life insurers. In [11] a multi-layer perceptron was applied to predict insurer propensity into insolvency. The proposed neural model
was applied to the prediction of insolvency in Texas (USA) companies, with available data
between 1987 and 1990. In [55] a model for the evaluation of non-life insurance companies was proposed. The model includes expert systems and neural computation in order to
perform an evaluation of the state of companies in such a way that the system output gives
the priority (low, medium or high) of the examination of the company state for a human
expert. The work presents different results on Dutch non-life insurance companies in 1992
and 1993. In [53] neural networks are proposed to predict automobile insurance losses. The
results obtained allow to make the accept/reject decision but not to perform the premium
setting function.
More recently, in [73] a Genetic Programming algorithm has been used to predict the
insolvency of non-life insurance companies. Different test in Spanish non-life insurance
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companies with data ranging from 1983 to 1994 have elucidated the good performance of
this approach, better than those achieved by other algorithms such as SVMs or rough set. In
[31] an interesting model for analyzing and predicting insurance companies rating has been
presented. The model is based on a combination of logistic regression and Support Vector
Machines to model linear and non-linear relations. A variety of different experiments, with
several types of insurance companies, have been carried out to check the validity of the
proposal. In [9] a Data Envelopment Analysis approach is used to evaluate the effect of
solvency in the efficiency of insurance companies (claims paying ability of the company).
In [72], Support Vector Machines for classification with feature selection processes have
been applied to the prediction of insolvency in non-life insurance companies in Spain. This
model has been extended in [76] to include genetic algorithms and simulated annealing
in similar data, also in Spanish insurance companies. In [74], a Rough Set approach has
been used in a similar problem of insurance companies insolvency. In [91] a support vector
machine has been put into practice to predict bankruptcy, a GA being used estimate the
optimal parameters of the SVM.

7.3.

Underwriting and establishment of premiums/compensation rates

An important class of problems in insurance is related to underwriting and the adequate
establishment of premiums/compensation rates.
In this regard, the early work [18] focused on applying neural networks to replicate the
decisions made by mortgage insurance-underwriters, leading to the conclusion that when
the results of the neural network differ from the underwriter’s, the system’s classifications
are more consistent with the guidelines than the underwriter’s judgement. A different approach was adopted in [56], which describes the computation of fuzzy premiums for an
endowment policy. In this paper the underwriting focus was on the definition of a preferred
policyholder in life insurance. In [100] fuzzy sets were used to model the selection process
in group health insurance.
However, in [63], genetic algorithms and classification trees have been employed to
build a knowledge base of rules for being used by an expert system aiming at determining
when an insurance policy should be terminated.
In [38], fuzzy logic has been used to study medical underwriting of life insurance.
In [101], a fuzzy logic system was used to make pricing decisions in group health insurance
and in [102] a fuzzy logic system was applied to adjust workers compensation insurance
rates.
Using again the neural network approach, in [89] a multilayer perceptron has been applied to classify life insurance applicants standard and high-risk patterns. In [96] neural
networks are used to model the effects of premium changes on motor insurance customer
retention rates. In [7] a fuzzy decision system optimized by means of a evolutionary algorithm is used to decide the risk categories of insurance applications. In [97] a model of the
premium price sensitivity of automobile insurance customers is developed using a neural
network. More recently, in [58] a multi-layer perceptron with back-propagation training is
used to improve fire-insurance premiums rates, depending on the corresponding risk level
of each policyholder. This method is shown to improve the results obtained with a classical
linear interpolation method in a real application in Taiwan. In [54] analyzes the impact of
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neural networks models as tools in underwriting of private passenger automobile insurance
policies. In [22] some computational methods based on statistical mechanic are applied to
pricing insurance premiums. In [95] a neural network is used for the problem of automated
insurance underwriting. In [39], a neural network with back propagation training is applied
to the problem of selecting the best investment-linked insurance, a life insurance type that
combines investment and protection, in such a way that premiums provide not only a life
insurance cover, but also part of the premiums are invested in specific investment funds to
generate benefits. In this paper the neural network is applied to predict the policyholder
purchase decision depending on the different characteristics of products. The results of the
neural network is compared to that of a logistic regression, obtaining good results. A related
problem is the Dynamic Proportion Portfolio insurance problem, solved by using genetic
programming in [15].

7.4.

Prediction of payments problems

Other interesting applications are related to payments prediction and related problems in insurance companies. For example, in [60] the problem of forecasting when checks issued to
retirees and beneficiaries will be presented for payment, in order to forecast daily cash flow
requirements was investigated. In [98] a comparison between soft computing methods and
traditional approaches for the claim cost prediction in the automobile insurance industry is
presented. In [17] a hybrid approach based on a combination of kernel logistic regression
and a support vector regression algorithm is applied to obtain tariffs in motor vehicle insurance companies. In [71], a study is made regarding the use of support vector machines
to estimate the expected claim rates in the context of catastrophes in China. In [20] fuzzy
systems and neural networks are used to estimate total claim amount payments of an insurance company. In fact, in that paper, the neural network is used to estimate the parameters
of a fuzzy inference system. The proposed approach is validated in a real problem of total
claim amount payments prediction in an insurance company in Turkey, where the proposed
hybrid neural system improves the results provided by a multiple linear regression system.
A problem of loss risk reduction model suitable for application in construction projects of
many different risk profiles is described in [16]. An evolutionary Support Vector Machine
is applied in this case to solve the problem.

8. Some experiments and results: prediction of vehicles accidents from drivers and cars’ data using Soft-Computing techniques
In the effort of illustrating the suitability of these methods, we give in this section an example of the application of different Soft-Computing approaches to a prediction problem
in the insurance field. Specifically, the problem consists in the prediction of having a car
accident from a given set of drivers and car’s data. As will be shown in detail later on,
the database has been provided by a Spanish car insurance company. There are some key
aspects that have motivated this application: 1) In Spain, the insurance companies and pension plans management companies control approximately one quarter of a billion euros. 2)
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The insurance industry is a strategic sector for our economy from the standpoint of net job
creation. In 2009, about 135000 people were working in this sector, 49.25% of them being
women. 3) In the Spanish insurance sector, the non-life industry is higher than that of life
insurance sector. 4) Furthermore, within the non-life industry, the auto insurance industry is
the non-life sector that exhibits the largest premium volume, representing 36% of the total.
As mentioned in the Introduction, Solvency II compels insurance companies to keep
the so-called Solvency Capital Requirements (SCR), aiming to ensure the stability of the
company against adverse situations. In order to estimate SCR, four generic types of risk
have been defined: market risk (related to financial assets, both fixed income and equity),
credit risk (losses due to defaults by debtors of the company), operational risk (because of
human and/or technical failures, both internal and external to the insurance company), and
subscription risk. Regarding this, Solvency II suggests that part of the Solvency Capital
Requirements, which have to be secured, is related to the non-zero possibility of having
underestimated the risks assumed with a novel client. This is one of the reasons why we
propose a Soft-Computing method −based on data related to different types of clients and
cars− to predict the probability for a given client to have an accident. This is of the key
importance for the insurance car company in order to estimate how much money would be
necessary to guarantee the payment of financial obligations that have contracted with such
insured person: medical expenses, liability, fire, support costs, legal costs, repair costs, and
so on.
As a consequence, the problem is of importance, of course, for the majority of insurance
companies covering vehicles liabilities. Moreover, insurance companies aim to classify the
insured policies into homogeneous tariff classes, assigning the same premium to all the
policies belonging to the same class. The classification of the policies into the classes is
based on the selection of the so-called risk factors, which are characteristics or features of
the policies that help the companies to predict their claim amounts in a given period of time
(usually one year). As mentioned before, in automobile insurance, these are observable
variables concerning the driver, vehicle and traffic, like age, driving license date, kind of
vehicle, circulation zone, etc., that are correlated with the claim rates, and therefore can be
useful in order to predict the future claims.
Using a modern modeling, the prediction of having a traffic accident can be stated as a
binary classification problem, in the sense that if an insured person has an accident, he/she
will belong to the first class ("accident-prone class"), while otherwise, it will belong to the
second class (that grouping "non accident-prone" ones). The problem will thus consist in
designing a soft-computing-based intelligent machine, ξ, capable of predicting whether or
not a candidate client will be prone to car accident.
In the effort of an accurate design, it is necessary for the intelligent machine ξ to be
designed (“learning process”) by using a sufficiently long number of data (belonging to a
“design set”) different from those used to test (“test set”) to what extent the machine is able
to properly predict whether or not other person (not belonging to the training set) will have
an accident. The set formed by the union of both training and test sets is usually called
“database”. Or in other words, the database is divided into a training set and a test set.
Sometimes, when designing classifiers such as MLPs, the design set is in turn divided into
a training set and a validation set.
In a more detailed way, the structure of the design set Sdesign plays a key role. It con-
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tains L samples that represent M clients, each sample being formed by N “features” (or
variables presumably involved in the success), and a “label” (y = 1 means accident-prone,
while y = −1 represents non accident-prone) associated to each client. The test set Stest exhibits the same structure than Sdesign but with data corresponding to persons different from
those belonging to the training set. Usually, the number of samples in Sdesign is longer than
that in Stest . Once the database has been properly designed, the problem consists now in
training a classification machine ξ with the data of Sdesign in such a way that it provides the
minimum possible classification error when comparing the result achieved by the classifier
(under design using data belonging to Sdesign ) to the corresponding label. The classification
machine ξ will be thus the one that minimizes the error over the test set Stest (that is, using
data of clients different from those used in the training process). This will ensure the generalization of the results given by the classification machine ξ, i.e., given a new candidate
client represented by sample s, the probability of misclassify him/her in terms of his/her
prone to accident is as minimum as possible.
The number of features in this prediction problem is reduced, since they described data
from drivers and cars (limited values of variables). Thus, it is not necessary a feature selection systems. This means that the different algorithms described in Section 3. may be
directly applied to the problem. Note that for insurance companies it is very important
to select an adequate set of risk factors in order to predict the future claim rates correctly
and to charge fair premiums to the drivers. There are several works dealing with the subject of the risk classification of policyholders [21, 23, 57], though not many of them apply
Soft-Computing techniques.
Specifically, in our problem of car accident prediction from drivers and cars’ data, we
have made use of 13 prediction variables. These variables can be considered as risk factors.
They are qualitative and quantitative variables. Table 2 shows the considered variables,
including a brief description of each one.
Regarding to the database used in the experimental work, we have considerer a total
of 5500 Spanish automobile and drivers’ data, all belong to year 2005. The 13 prediction
variables listed in Table 2 have been completed with the corresponding labels (y = 1, for
accident or y = −1, for not accident). As mentioned before, the database have been divided
into a design set (80%) and a test set (20%).
We have explored the use of a number of classifiers, such as the well known K-Nearest
Neighbors (KNN) approach, the Extreme Learning Machine (ELM), a Multi-Layer Perceptron trained with the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm [35], the two decision trees algorithms
(the PART and the C4.5) and the Support Vector Machine for classification (SVMC). Table
3 list the main parameters we have considered in the experimental work we have carried out
in this particular problem.
Fig. 3 will assist us in clearly illustrating the results achieved by any of the explored
classifiers. It represents the accuracy classification, ACC (%), as a function of the method
used for the prediction of accidents from driver and cars’ data. All the results have been
computed over the test set. Note that the best approach is the Support Vector Machine for
classification (ACC=84.63%), which outperforms those reached by other techniques: KNN
(ACC=78.72%), ELM (ACC=79.32%), MLP (ACC=80.03%), PART (ACC=80.15%) AND
C4.5 (ACC=78.17%). In this case, all the algorithms considered are about 80% of accuracy
in the problem (test set), which is a pretty good result. The SVMC, however, is closed to
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Table 2. Prediction variables (and their definition) involved in the problem of prediction of
vehicles accidents from drivers and cars’ data. These variables can be considered as risk
factors, and may be qualitative and quantitative features.
Variable
Kind of vehicle
Use
CV
Private
Tare
Plazas
Ambit
Years of the vehicle
Policyholder age
Driving license
Gender
Region
Diesel

Definition
Six types of vehicles are considered.
Use to which the vehicle is devoted. It takes 10 values.
Vehicle power.
Private or public vehicle.
Tare (weight).
Number of seats of the vehicle.
Circulation area of the vehicle.
The age of the vehicle.
The age of the policyholder.
Years of validity of the driving license.
Male or female.
Autonomous region.
Diesel or gasoline.

Table 3. Summary of the different classifying methods used for comparative purposes and
the main parameters utilized in the experiments we have carried out.
Method
ELM
KNN
MLP
SVMC
PART
C4.5

Values for the main parameters
from 5 to 40 neurons, in steps of 5
from 1 to 10 neighbors, in steps of 1
from 7 to 20 neurons, in steps of 1
γ: from 215 to 23
5
C from 2 to 215 , using a logarithmic scale
Standard values of classical decision tree algorithms
Standard values of classical decision tree algorithms.

the 85% of accuracy computed over the test set.

9. Conclusions
In this Chapter we have carried out a review of several Computational Intelligence algorithms centered on applications in insurance problems. The insurance sector plays currently
a growing and crucial role among the different components of the financial system. And
just because of this importance, it is long recognized that there is a need for some form
of prudential supervision of insurance entities aiming to minimize failure risk. The main
concern of the regulatory authority, through Solvency II, is the protection of the insured
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Figure 3. Representation of the accuracy classification ACC (%) as a function of the method
used for the prediction of accidents from driver and car data.

person, in the sense that the insurance company have to be able to guarantee the payment
of financial obligations that have contracted with the insured person. Thus, it is compulsory
to keep the Solvency Capital Requirements, whose objective is to ensure the stability of the
company against adverse situations, as currently is occurring. Regarding this, Solvency II
suggests that part of the Solvency Capital Requirements is related to the non-zero possibility of having underestimated the risks assumed with a novel client. Soft-Computing or
Computational Intelligence methods play a key role in assisting a company in accurately
predicting such a risk, and in facing many other important problems related with the processing of a huge amount of uncertain, imprecise and incomplete information. In these
cases, the application of Soft-Computing techniques has been massive in the last years.
He have shown how Soft-Computing techniques refer to a set of modern computational
methodologies, focused on the design of intelligent systems, which are able to process huge
amount of uncertain, imprecise and incomplete data, and to find approximate solutions for
problems that otherwise would be intractable. As motivated, we have classified the hugh
amount of algorithms basically into five sets of Soft-Computing techniques (some of them
exhibiting non-null intersection): Evolutionary Computation, Neural Computation, Computation based on Fuzzy concepts, Physics-Inspired Computation, and Computation inspired
by Social living-being networks. We have adopted this classification for convenience and
illustrative purposes, although other authors could carried out others since, as mentioned,
some algorithms may belong to different soft-computing approaches.
Because of their importance, we have specifically reviewed the most important that have
been applied in the insurance sector: Rough Sets, Multi-layer Perceptrons, Extreme Learning Machines, Support Vector Machines (classification and regression), Group Method of
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Data Handling, Genetic Algorithms, Differential Evolution, Evolutionary Programming,
Simulated Annealing, and Particle Swarm Optimization. We have also discussed some of
their most important applications in insurance problems, which have been published in top
international journals. Finally, in the effort of illustrating the suitability of these methods,
we have focused on the real problem of predicting vehicle accidents on the basis of drivers
and vehicles data, reaching very good results.
We hope this review chapter can be used as introductory material for those researchers
interested in tackle different insurance problems with modern computation techniques.
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